
ences as a senior researcher in the Optical laboratory. One day he took 
me to the Institute and introduced me to Professor Solomon Pekar who 
was the Chair of the theoretical physics of the Department of Physics 
of Kiev University. At that time, I even did not suspect about the theo-
retical physics. I told him about my keenness of the aircraft construc-
tion. The Professor examined me and recommended to try to enter the 
Faculty of Physics of Kiev University. I graduated from the high 
school with a gold medal that gave me a right to be admitted to the 
Faculty of Physics of Kiev University with no entrance examination. 

In spite of my very good performance at the High School, the early 
years at the University have been very tough for me. I feel the gap 
between my background at the high school and the University level. It 
forced me to work hard and constantly increase my level in physics 
and mathematics. At the end of the second year of study at the Univer-
sity, I managed to be among the best students of the Faculty of Phys-
ics. Because of this I was recommended to the Chair of Theoretical 
Department of the Institute of Physics, despite the fact that I liked ex-
periments. 

Here, I again met Professor Pekar who decided to be my advisor for 
the Diploma Thesis and PhD Study.  Being a post graduate student, I 
had to pass the so-called Landau minimum examination to work with 
Prof. Pekar. At that time, the “Landau minimum” consisted of the fol-
lowing six volumes of the Landau course of Theoretical Physics: Me-
chanics, Field Theory, Mechanics of Continuous Media, Electrody-
namics of Continuous Media, Quantum Mechanics (nonrelativistic 
theory)  and Statistical Physics. I passed the examinations on these 
volumes after studying for one and half academic years. It was not 
simple, but it gave me a very good background in Theoretical Physics. 

I never regret studying physics as a career. Thanks to my luck, I got 
the golden opportunity to work with the outstanding Ukrainian scien-
tists  and academicians Professors S. Pekar and A. Sytenko. Between 
1974-1975, I have been to Illinois University (USA) as a visiting 
scholar, where I met a couple of times the Nobel Prize Laureate Pro-
fessor John Bardeen and attended his lectures on the low temperature 
superconductivity. Moreover, during my first visit to Ethiopia, I met 
Professor Narendra Kumar. Jointly with Prof. Kumar and Dr. Chaa-
jlany, who was a staff member of the Department of Physics of AAU, 
we published a paper on the problem of Coulomb diamagnetism in the 
Physical Review Journal. I mention these Great Professors because 
they are great teachers and during all my life I try to follow them.  

Prof Mal’nev, you have been working at AAU since 2007. Is that 
your second time? 

My first visit of Ethiopia was between 1985-1990, when I worked at 
the Department of Physics as an Associate Professor. In 1992, I have 
been  to Ethiopia for the second time as an external examiner of MSc 
students at the Department of Physics of AAU. Since 2007, I have 
been working at the Department of Physics of AAU. So, it is my third 
working visit to Ethiopia. 

Prof Mal’nev, in your second visit here in Ethiopia you 
have been teaching at the Department of Physics. 
Would you tell us briefly your experience at the De-
partment, this time around? How do you compare it 
with your previous time, here in the Department? 

From my experience, I may say that the majority of Ethiopian students 
are sincere and hard workers. But recently, students do not have the 
proper educational background when they joined the Department. I can 
only guess about the reasons as to why this occurred. One reason ... 

(Interview: Continued on page 11) 

Interview: 
The Newsletter guest for the current issue is Professor Vadim 
Mal’nev. He is from Ukraine (which was one of the Republics of the 
former Soviet Union). He worked at the Department of Physics of 
Addis Ababa University (AAU) as an Associate Professor during 
1985 - 1990. In 1992 he came to Ethiopia for the second time as an 
external examiner of MSc students at the Department of Physics of 
AAU. Since 2007, he is working at the Department  as a Professor 
of Physics. We thank Professor Mal’nev on behalf of our readers for 
his willingness for the interview to share his views and experiences. 
Have a pleasant reading!  
 

Prof Mal’nev, could you tell our readers something about your 
childhood; the place where you were born and the social environ-
ment in which you grew up? 

I was born in the family of the railway worker in worker suburb of 
Kiev, which was the Capital of the Soviet Ukraine. My childhood co-
incided with a time of the Second World War that is known as the 
Great Patriotic War in the Soviet Union where the Ukraine entered as a 
Republic. It was a very hard time for all people and for children in 
particular. 

What is the most unforgettable moment in your life? 

It was a Victory Day on May 9, 1945. The Second World War was 
over and as a child I expected and dreamed about a completely new 
life. It started for me when I was admitted to a High school in our re-
gion in 1947. 

Prof Mal’nev, would you brief us about your primary and secon-
dary education? What motivated you to be interested in physics? 

I grew up among the people who could do different things by their 
hands. In a couple of years after entering the high school, I joined the 
section of aircraft modeling at the Youth Technical Station in our dis-
trict. I regularly took part in the competitions of aircraft modeling and 
even have been among the champions of Kiev and Ukraine. The mod-
eling stimulated my ability to make things by my hands and later un-
derstanding the reasons why apparatus heavier than air can fly.  

Prof Mal’nev, could you tell us, briefly, about your college 
(university) education? Do you regret choosing physics as a ca-
reer? 

In 1957, before my graduation from High school, my uncle had been 
working at the Institute of Physics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sci-
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Feature Article: 
Eureka! Physicists discovered a particle 

Introduction 

A) The Standard Model 

The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory concerning the 
electromagnetic, weak, and strong nuclear interactions, which me-
diate the dynamics of the known subatomic particles. Developed 
throughout the mid to late 20th century, the current formulation was 
finalized in the mid 1970s upon experimental confirmation of the 
existence of quarks. Since then, discoveries of the bottom quark 
(1977), the top quark (1995), and the tau neutrino (2000) have 
given further credence to the Standard Model. Because of its suc-
cess in explaining a wide variety of experimental results, the Stan-
dard Model is sometimes regarded as a "theory of almost every-
thing". 

The Standard Model falls short of being a complete theory of funda-
mental interactions because it does not incorporate the physics of 
dark energy nor of the full theory of gravitation as described by gen-
eral relativity. The theory does not contain any viable dark matter 
particle that possesses all of the required properties deduced from 
observational cosmology. It also does not correctly account for neu-
trino oscillations (and their non-zero masses). Although the Stan-
dard Model is believed to be theoretically self-consistent, it has sev-
eral apparently unnatural properties giving rise to puzzles like the 
strong CP problem and the hierarchy problem. 

Nevertheless, the Standard Model is important to theoretical and 
experimental particle physicists alike. For theorists, the Standard 
Model is a paradigmatic example of a quantum field theory, which 
exhibits a wide range of physics including spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, anomalies, non-perturbative behavior, etc. It is used as a 
basis for building more exotic models that incorporate hypothetical 
particles, extra dimensions, and elaborate symmetries (such as 
supersymmetry) in an attempt to explain experimental results at 
variance with the Standard Model, such as the existence of dark 
matter and neutrino oscillations. In turn, experimenters have incor-
porated the Standard Model into simulators to help search for new 
physics beyond the Standard Model. 

B) Historical background 

The first step towards the Standard Model was Sheldon Glashow's 
discovery in 1960 of a way to combine the electromagnetic and 
weak interactions. In 1967 Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam in-
corporated the Higgs mechanism into Glashow's electroweak the-
ory, giving it its modern form. 

The Higgs mechanism is believed to give rise to the masses of all 
the elementary particles in the Standard Model. This includes the 
masses of the W and Z bosons, and the masses of the fermions, 
i.e. the quarks and leptons. 

After the neutral weak currents caused by Z boson exchange were 
discovered at the European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN) 
in 1973, the electroweak theory became widely accepted and 
Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg shared the 1979 Nobel Prize in 
Physics for discovering it. The W and Z bosons were discovered 
experimentally in 1981, and their masses were found to be as the 
Standard Model predicted. 

The theory of the strong interaction, to which many contributed, 
acquired its modern form around 1973–74, when experiments con-
firmed that the hadrons were composed of fractionally charged 
quarks. 

C) Higgs boson 

The Higgs particle is a massive scalar elementary particle theorized 
by Robert Brout, François Englert, Peter Higgs, Gerald Guralnik, C. 
R. Hagen, and Tom Kibble in 1964 (see 1964 PRL symmetry break-
ing papers) and is a key building block in the Standard Model. It has 
no intrinsic spin, and for that reason is classified as a boson (like 
the gauge bosons, which have integer spin). Because an exception-
ally large amount of energy and beam luminosity are theoretically 
required to observe a Higgs boson in high energy colliders, it was 
the only fundamental particle predicted by the Standard Model but 
never found. However CERN in Geneva has confirmed the observa-
tion of a "Higgs-like particle" on the 4th of July 2012. Further work is 
still required to confirm that it is indeed the Higgs boson. 

The Higgs boson plays a unique role in the Standard Model, by 
explaining why the other elementary particles, except the photon 
and gluon, are massive. In particular, the Higgs boson would ex-
plain why the photon has no mass, while the W and Z bosons are 
very heavy. Elementary particle masses, and the differences be-
tween electromagnetism (mediated by the photon) and the weak 
force (mediated by the W and Z bosons), are critical to many as-
pects of the structure of microscopic (and hence macroscopic) mat-
ter. In electroweak theory, the Higgs boson generates the masses 
of the leptons (electron, muon, and tau) and quarks. As the Higgs 
boson is massive, it must interact with itself. 

Because the Higgs boson is a very massive particle and also de-
cays almost immediately when created, only a very high energy 
particle accelerator can observe and record it. Experiments to con-
firm and determine the nature of the Higgs boson using the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN began in early 2010, and were per-
formed at Fermilab's Tevatron until its closure in late 2011. Mathe-
matical consistency of the Standard Model requires that any mecha-
nism capable of generating the masses of elementary particles be-
come visible at energies above 1.4 TeV; therefore, the LHC 
(designed to collide two 7 to 8 TeV proton beams) was built to an-
swer the question of whether or not the Higgs boson actually exists. 

On 04 July 2012, the two main experiments at the LHC (ATLAS and 
CMS) both reported independently that they found a new particle 
with a mass of about 125 GeV/c2 (about 133 proton masses, on the 
order of 10−25 kg), which is "consistent with the Higgs boson". They 
acknowledged that further work would be needed to conclude that it 
is indeed the Higgs Boson, that it has the theoretically predicted 
properties of the Higgs boson, and exactly which version of the 
Standard Model it best supported if confirmed. 

(Source: Wikipedia) 

Physicists celebrate evidence of a particle 

Scientists at the world's biggest atom smasher hailed the discovery 
of "the missing cornerstone of physics" on July 04, 2012, cheering 
the apparent end of a decades-long quest for a new subatomic par-
ticle called the Higgs boson, or "God particle," which could help 
explain why all matter has mass and crack open a new realm of 
subatomic science. 

First proposed as a theory in the 1960s, Higgs had been hunted by 
at least two generations of physicists who believed it would help 
shape our understanding of how the universe began and how its 
most elemental pieces fit together. The findings were announced by 
two independent teams involving more than 5,000 researchers of 
CERN. Physicists who spent their careers in pursuit of the particle 
shed tears. 

(Eureka ...: continued on page 9) 
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(Eureka ...: continued from page 4) 

The new particle appears to share many of the same qualities as 
the one predicted by Scottish physicist Peter Higgs and others and 
is perhaps the biggest accomplishment at CERN since its founding 
in 1954 outside Geneva along the Swiss-French border. Rolf Heuer, 
director of CERN, said the newly discovered particle is a boson, but 
he stopped just shy of claiming outright that it is the Higgs boson 
itself - an extremely fine distinction. "As a layman, I think we did it," 
he told the elated crowd. "We have a discovery. We have observed 
a new particle that is consistent with a Higgs boson." 

The Higgs, which until now had been purely theoretical, is regarded 
as key to understanding why matter has mass, which combines with 
gravity to give all objects weight. The idea is much like gravity and 
Isaac Newton's early theories. Gravity was there all the time before 
Newton explained it. The Higgs boson was believed to be there, 
too. And now that scientists have actually seen something much like 
it, they can put that knowledge to further use. The center's atom 
smasher, the Large Hadron Collider, sends protons whizzing 
around a circular 27-kilometer underground tunnel at nearly the 
speed of light to create high-energy collisions. The aftermath of 
those impacts can offer clues about dark matter, antimatter and the 
creation of the universe, which many theorize occurred in a massive 
explosion known as the Big Bang. 

Most of the particles that result from the collisions exist for only the 
smallest fractions of a second. But finding a Higgs-like boson was 
one of the biggest challenges in physics: Out of some 500 trillion 
collisions, just several dozen produced "events" with significant 
data, said Joe Incandela of the University of California at Santa 
Barbara, leader of the team known as CMS, with 2,100 scientists. 
Each of the teams confirmed that they had "observed" a new sub-
atomic particle - a boson. Heuer said the discovery was "most 
probably a Higgs boson, but we have to find out what kind of Higgs 
boson it is." He referred to the discovery as a missing cornerstone 
of science. 

"Thanks, nature!" joked Fabiola Gianotti, the Italian physicist who 
heads the team called ATLAS, with 3,000 scientists, drawing laugh-
ter from the crowd. Later, she said that the standard model of phys-
ics is still incomplete because "the dream is to find an ultimate the-
ory that explains everything. We are far from that." 

Incandela said it was too soon to say definitively whether the parti-
cle was exactly the same as envisioned by Higgs and others, who 
proposed the existence of an energy field where all particles interact 
with a key particle, the Higgs boson. Higgs, who was invited to be in 
the audience, said  that the discovery appears to be close to what 
he predicted. "It is an incredible thing that it has happened in my 
lifetime," he said, calling the discovery a huge achievement for the 
proton-smashing collider. 

Incandela said that the last undiscovered piece of the standard 
model of physics could be a variant of the Higgs that was predicted 
or something else that entirely changes the way scientists think 
about how matter is formed. "This boson is a very profound thing 
we have found," he said. "We're reaching into the fabric of the uni-
verse in a way we never have done before. We've kind of com-
pleted one particle's story. ... Now we're way out on the edge of 
exploration." 

The discovery is so fundamental to the laws of nature, Incandela 
said, that it could spawn a new era of technology and development 
in the same way that Newton's laws of gravity led to basic equations 
of mechanics that made the industrial revolution possible. "This is 
so far out on a limb, I have no idea where it will be applied," he 
added. "We're talking about something we have no idea what the 
implications are and may not be directly applied for centuries."  � 

(Source: Yahoo News) 

News: (Continued from Page 8) 

Ethiopian Physicists awarded Prizes 

Dr Mulugeta Bekele: 

Mulugeta Bekele, an associate professor of 
physics at Addis Ababa University in Ethio-
pia, has been awarded the Andrei Sak-
harov Prize by The American Physical Soci-
ety (APS). The prize was established to rec-
ognize and encourage outstanding leadership 
and achievements of scientists in upholding 
human rights. The citation that appears on 
the prize certificate reads as follows: 

“For tireless efforts in defense of human rights and 
freedom of expression and education anywhere in the 
world, and for inspiring students, colleagues and oth-
ers to do the same.” 

The prize was presented at a special Ceremonial session dur-
ing the 2012 APS meeting held in Boston, MA, between Feb-
ruary 27 - March 2, 2012. Dr. Mulugeta is the first African 
Physicist to receive such an honor. This recognition is a trib-
ute to all those who pay huge sacrifice in the pursuit of first 
rate academic excellence in a challenging environment. 

Dr Mulugeta has been working in the research areas of bio-
physics, dislocation dynamics and activated processes, va-
cancy diffusion in binary alloys, and molecular motors. He is 
also part of a research group involved in polymer and biologi-
cal physics. His research is internationally supported by the 
International Program in Physical Sciences (IPPS) at Upp-
sala University, Sweden, and the International Center for 
Theoretical Physics (ICTP) at Trieste, Italy. 

Prof Solomon Bililign:  

Prof. Solomon Bililign received the Presiden-
tial Award for Excellence in Science, Mathe-
matics, and Engineering Mentoring from 
President Obama on December 12, 2011 at the  
special ceremony held at the White House 
(USA). 

The Presidential Award for Excellence in Sci-
ence, Mathematics, and Engineering Mentor-
ing, awarded by the White House to individuals and organi-
zations, recognizes the crucial role that mentoring plays in 
the academic and personal development of students studying 
science and engineering - particularly those who belong to 
groups that are underrepresented in these fields. 

Prof. Solomon is the director of the NOAA Interdisciplinary 
Scientific Environmental Technology Cooperative Science 
Center, a consortium of eight universities that conducts col-
laborative research with the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration. A&T is the lead-university in 
the group. Prof. Solomon is a fellow of the National Institute 
of Aeronautics. He has taught at A&T since 1993. He is a 
native of Ethiopia. 

The EC members of EPS would like to say Congratula-
tions to both awardees on behalf of all its members. � 
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(Physics Research: Continued from page 6) 
All secondary schools are supplied with standard sets of equip-
ment by the Ministry. 

There is no organized and systematized collection and classifi-
cation of local plants and insects, etc. Whatever is done depends 
on the enthusiasm and interest of the teacher and some of the 
students. The University College of Addis Ababa has a large 
collection of birds, butterflies, insects, etc., and teachers are wel-
come to these. 

The Ministry operates an audio-visual services center. This cen-
ter supplies films and slides to all the schools. To those schools 
that do not have projectors, it also lends projectors with opera-
tors. Each school has a catalogue of films and slides that are 
available at the center. Teachers choose what they need and ask 
the audio-visual services to supply. 

Each secondary school has a yearly petty cash allowance of 100 
Ethiopian dollars for each science laboratory. Since all the 
equipment and chemicals are supplied by the Ministry, this 
amount is sufficient for local purchases such as candles, 
matches, etc. 

The text books used are selected by the Textbook Committee, 
approved through the proper administrative channels and pur-
chased from abroad by the Ministry’s Stores Department. They 
cover the curriculum adequately. 

II. Recruitment, training and further training of teachers 

      1. Recruitment 

          (a) Qualifications required 

Secondary school teachers are required to posses a Bachelor of 
Science degree with special emphasis on either mathematics 
and physics, or chemistry and geology, or biology and chemis-
try. There are two kinds of B.Sc. Courses; one that leads to ordi-
nary B. Sc. degree and takes four years, the second to B.Sc. hon-
ors, which takes five years. 

The teachers are qualified to teach in the secondary school 
grades 7-12. The trainee teachers are not yet provided with fa-
cilities for specialized research. 

          (b) Recruitment 

The trainees are recruited from candidates successful in the 
Ethiopian School Leaving Examination, on completion of four 
years at post-elementary teacher-training school, and must have 
taught for at least two years in elementary schools. These train-
ees take further in-service training, during which qualifying 
examinations are given. The successful ones are chosen for four 
years’ college training. The level of these qualifying exams are 
post-secondary, and are given by the University College of Ad-
dis Ababa. 

The teachers are trained to teach general science plus physics, 
chemistry or biology (not more than two). 

There is a shortage of qualified science teachers, but it is hoped 
that more Ethiopians will be trained to fill the gap. 

The University College of Addis Ababa, which now trains sec-

ondary school teachers, is in the stage of creating ways and 
means of attracting students to join this section of its program. 

      2. Teacher training 

Teachers are provided with basic theoretical courses in the form 
of lectures. The theoretical courses cover the science fields and 
professional areas. The theoretical courses are complemented 
with practical training in the form of weekly laboratory work 
and terms of practice-teaching in one of the secondary schools 
under the supervision of a selected secondary school teacher 
and a college staff. 

The theoretical college courses are evaluated by means of term 
examinations and the practice-teaching is evaluated by means of 
constant observation. The practice-teaching lasts for 3 months 
while the general college training lasts for 4 or 5 years. 

The theoretical professional courses are child-growth and devel-
opment, and educational psychology. The former lasts for a year 
while the latter lasts for a semester. The teaching has both theo-
retical and practical training including observation, adaptation 
and seminar papers. In addition to have the above courses, 
teachers take such courses as Philosophy and History of Educa-
tion in which the aims of the secondary education are discussed 
in round tables. The teachers take general methodology as well 
as special methodology and Educational Administration. 

The trainee-teachers keep course note-books. The first year of 
their training includes a special orientation talk on how to study 
in college, note-taking, etc. 

No special organized training or orientation is given to foreign 
teachers. School directors and senior teachers orient newly-
recruited foreign teachers. 

      3. Further training of teachers 

So far there is nothing organized for further teacher training at 
the college level. But after graduation and teaching for some 
years, the Ministry awards scholarships for  further studies in 
foreign Universities. 

      4. Supervising and coordinating teachers’ work 

The school headmaster is chiefly responsible for supervising 
and coordinating teachers’ work. 

The headmasters are usually teachers who have taught in the 
schools for a number of years, or who are recruited from abroad 
for this purpose. Almost all the headmasters are foreigners. 

To achieve supervision and coordination the headmaster in-
spects classrooms and holds discussions. 

III. Popularization of Science 
The Ministry of Education produces regularly pamphlets of 
various types in large quantities. These pamphlets are prepared 
for the general public and distributed to the public through the 
community schools. 

The purpose of the science pamphlets is to inform the public 
about science and its various applications for the welfare of the 
community. � 

(Source: UNESCO/NS/ST/1960/6; PARIS, 21 November 1960) 
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